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No.12

Special Edition

.9L 'Vision for tlie !future ...

Fall 1994

The
Director's
Column
by Dr. J. R. Choate

Publication of this special edition of
our museum newsletter, The Pteranodon,
coincides with the onset of renovation
activity at the new home of the Sternberg
Museum of Natural History. Removal
of interior walls and other vestiges of the
"Metroplex" has begun, and construction of a modern museum facility within
the confines of the remaining exterior
walls will commence soon. Simultaneously, new exhibits are being made in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, for later transport to Hays and installation into the
new facility.
This newsletter thus looks to the
future .. .initially to 1996, when a grand
opening will be held for public areas of
the museum, Cretaceous exhibits, and
the children's discovery room. These
and associated areas of the museum (for
example, the elevator and restrooms)
comprise Phase 1. Other exhibit, education, collection storage, administrative,
and research areas of the museum will
comprise subsequent phases and will be
completed at a later time (when sufficient money is available).
In the meantime, much remains to be
done before the new museum facility
opens. We must seek additional contributions so we will have enough money
to complete Phase 1. We must recruit
and train dozens of volunteers. We must
develop a much larger and more active
"friends" organization.
We must begin marketing the museum through the use of billboards and
other media. We must stock our new
museum gift shop. All these things (and
I have barely scratched the surface) take
time, and time is one thing the small
museum staff lacks while working so
hard on the new exhibits.
In short, this is a very busy and disruptive time for the museum staff. Please
bear with us if your requests for information or tours are not answered immediately.
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Sternberg's Vision - George F. Sternberg shows his excavation of a fish to a small group of interested
people at a Logan County chalk bed. George's continued efforts to make his finds permanently available to
the public resulted in visits from students and interested individuals from up to 500 miles away.

Roots of museum run deep
What is the Sternberg Museum of Natural
History? Where is it coming from, and where
is it going?
These questions are important to friends of
the museum as they support it through the
current period of growth.
The museum began formal exhibitions in
1929, when Fort Hays Teacher's College geology professor, Dr. L.D. Wooster, encouraged George Fryer Sternberg to set up exhibitions in the library (then located in McCartney
Hall). But long before that, the Sternberg
family heard the call of fossils as they lay in
the western Kansas chalk beds.
While stationed as post surgeon at Fort
Harker in Ellsworth County, George Miller
Sternberg, the uncle of George F., purchased
land and invited his family to come help farm
it.
Among the family members who joined
George M. was his teenage brother Charles,
who had already been collecting fossils for
many years in his home state of New York.
Imagine his excitement upon finding the abundant leaf fossils preserved in the rocks ex-

About the front cover... The former
Beacon Hill Health Club awaits renovation as the new home of the Sternberg
Museum of Natural History. In the foreground, Interstate 70 stands ready to bring
visitors from across the nation and around
the world. Completion of Phase 1 is set for
1996.
About the back cover... George F.

posed throughout the county.
A few years later, Charles wrote to the
prominent paleontologist Edward Drinker
Cope.
"I put my soul into the letter I wrote him,"
Charles wrote in his first autobiography.
In response, Cope immediately sent $300
to pay for Charles' expenses as he spent the
summer collecting in the Kansas Territory.
Cope was pleased with Charles' work, and the
fossils were accessioned at the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences. The arrangement continued for four years.
Eventually, Charles and his three sons Levi,
Charles and George Fryer traveled much of
the western hemisphere searching for fossils.
They were employed by benefactors of the
maj,or museums of the east coast, such as the
Carnegie family and the Peabodys.
All of the specimens they collected were
owned by museums or other public institutions. Most were sent outside Kansas. But the
support of Wooster (who later became president of the college) allowed George F. to keep
the best fossils here at home.
Sternberg, son of Charles H. Sternberg,
poses with several prepared specimens
from his 1928 field season.
"The Pteranodon" is published for the
members of the Sternberg Museum Associates. Please address all correspondence
to the Sternberg Museum of Natural History, FHSU, 600Park St., Hays, KS, 67601
or call (913) 628-4286.
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.52l 'Vision of tlie Past ...

Though the Sternberg fossil hunters have
passed on, their vision will be brought to life.
From left: George Sternberg prepares a mosasaurencased in three slabs; workers mount the
heavy slabs on the walls at McCartney Hall;
Myrl Walker, who succeeded George as curator of the museum, admires the completed
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display; and visitors of the future experience
a face-to-face encounter with a life-size model
of the mosasaur in the Kansas sea segment of
the walk-through exhibit.
Mosasaurs were underwater reptiles that
ate other sea creatures. In length, they were
comparable to modern camping trailers.
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Museum recreates prehistoric land and sea
" .. .I love creatures of other ages," wrote
Charles H. Sternberg. " .. .I want to become
acquainted with them in their natural environment.
"They are never dead to me; my imagination breathes life into 'the valley of dry
bones' ... "
The artist's renderings above and on the
reverse side are glimpses of the Sternbergs'
vision as it will be realized in the domed
structure of the Sternberg Museum of Natural
History. The Phase 1 opening is planned for
1996, almost 150 years after Charles began
collecting fossils as a young boy.
Charles' eldest son, George F. Sternberg,
was the first curator of the museum. Today, it
has grown from George's original collection
of fossils and other curiosities to include extensive mammal, bird, herptile, fish and plant

collections, as well as many cultural and archaeological artifacts.
Phase I will celebrate the opening of the
new museum's centerpiece exhibit: a walkthrough full-scale recreation of the sea and
land environments inhabited by the creatures
the Sternbergs unearthed.
Full-scale models of plants and animals,
some with moving parts, will take the visitor
back 88 million years to a fascinating land of
mosasaurs ,as long as camping trailers,
pteranodons the size of small aircraft and
towering carnivorous Tyrannosaurs looking
for lunch. (Will lunch be the visitoron the trail
or the plant-eating Hadrosaur farther away?)
Other exhibits scheduled for the Phase I
opening will display several specimens of
Kansas fossils.
George would undoubtedly be pleased to

learn that so many fossils will be available to
so many people. He originally planned to
provide Kansas high schools with collections
of fossils representative of their respective
localities. He wrote about this idea to a friend
at the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. C.W.
Gilmore.
Gilmore responded, "Your project. .. strikes
me as a highly commendable idea ... The idea
of making relief mounts of the specimens is
especially good ... as it not only makes the
fossils intelligible to the layman, but it renders
it possible to utilize otherwise unused wall
space for their storage."
The third of the major components opening in Phase I will be a childrens' discovery
room. It will feature a variety of activities
making scientific concepts understandable at
a basic level.
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- Charles Hazelius Sternberg
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A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO FRIENDS
OF THE STERNBERG MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
11

I am pleased to announce that conversion of the old Metropte>r' into the new
Sternberg Museum of Natural History is proceeding more or less on schedule.
Demolition of the interior of the structure was completed before the end of 1994. As
soon as the construction steel arrives, the exhibit mezzanine will be assembled in
anticipation of arrival of our dinosaurs (which are being constructed in Minneapolis,
Minnesota). The old insulation in the structure is being replaced. An elevator pit is
being dug. Steam lines are being replaced. Underground telephone conduit is
being laid. The restrooms are being plumbed. In short, progress is being made, and
the museum staff remains optimistic that the public areas of the new museum facility
will open to the public sometime in spring or summer of 1996.
Associates of the Sternberg Museum will have several opportunities during the next
year to visit the construction site and witness the transformation that is occurring .
After the museum opens, Associates of the Sternberg Museum will receive special
consideration with respect to admission fees and gift shop prices. Presumably,
nearly everyone in Hays and the surrounding area will want to become an Associate
of the Sternberg Museum.
How does one become an associate of the Sternberg Museum? You simply fill out
the application in this issue of The Pteranodon and return it, together with your dues
for the year 1995, to the address given at the bottom of the application form. Your
membership dues will help us ensure that the Sternberg is the world-class museum
it is destined to become.
I look forward to the opportunity to show you our amazing new facilities.
Cordially,

J. R. Choate
Director

